Comfortable Furniture

M ost Impact

Invest Less

Invest More

Le ast Impact
NEW TECH (GIS, 3-D Printing)

- Most Impact
- Invest Less
- Least Impact
- Invest More
Consultation Appts. with Librarians

Most Impact

Invest Less

Invest More

Least Impact
LIBRARIES OPEN 24 hrs

MOST IMPACT

INVEST MORE

INVEST LESS

LEAST IMPACT
GROUP STUDY SPACE

- Most Impact
- Least Impact
- Invest More
- Invest Less
Your Ideas!

Most Impact

- Expanded borrowing privileges for SCA, grad students, faculty
- More collaborative/innovative interactive spaces
- High quality scanners for:
  - Readable PDFs
  - Fragile books
- Silent green zones (spaces where eating is permitted)
- Standing/adjustable desks/chairs
- More subject libraries/special collections libraries
- Maintain/organize physical stacks - for those of us in the humanities, that's our lab

Invest More
Silent green zones
(spaces where eating is permitted)
EXPANDED BORROWING PRIVILEGES FOR GOA
GRAD STUDENTS BORROWING DVDS & ARTIST BOOKS

Standing / Adjusatable Desks / Chairs
(FOR WRITING OVER LONG PERIODS & TIME)

MORE COLLABORATIVE / INNOVATIVE INTERACTIVE SPACES
- TV/monitors for group
- White board space
- Projectors

HIGH QUALITY SCANNERS FOR
- Readable PDFs
- Fragile books (e.g. scans with endnotes)

ROOT OF AVAILABILITY OF COURSEBOOKS & MATERIALS - E.G.
FOR STEM - EXPENSIVE TEXTS
- Agree!
IDEAS!

Increasing resources & access for low-income students

More subject librarians/supervisors for current subject specialists/librarians – we have great resources but need experts to help us navigate them

Maintain & enhance the physical stacks for those of us in the humanities, that's our lab

Expanded borrowing privileges for SOA, grad students, borrowing DVDs & artist books

Standing/adjustable desks, chairs & stools (for writing over long periods of time)

For STEM + experiments – agree!
We need to maintain & enhance the physical stacks—for those of us in the humanities, that's our lab.